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CAN AN OLD ASPHALT PLANT MEET NEW ENVIRONMENTAL STANDARDS?
In a world where environmental standards are constantly changing, asphalt producers can survive – and even thrive – with the 
help of a plant retrofit.

A retrofit upgrades an old plant, so it meets new environmental standards – at a fraction of the cost of a new purchase. 
All projects are managed by the Ammann Retrofit Centre, which relies on proven processes and experienced technicians to 
troubleshoot any issues and ensure superior results.

What can you get with a retrofit from Ammann

• Increased RAP utilisation

• An electrically heated bitumen tank system that is so 
cost effective it pays for itself in a few years

Contact us to arrange a free analysis to learn the best opportunities for cost-effective, 
environmental improvements at your plant.

ABP HRT ASPHALT-MIXING PLANT

WHAT YOU GET WITH A RETROFIT

• Noise levels that are reduced up to 20 dB without 
an impact on daily production

• An ability to use low-temperature mixes that 
reduce fuel usage and emissions
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Dear customers

Manufacturers like Ammann have to do the big things right. The plants 
must produce – and provide quality results, too. It is essential that 
compactors deliver the necessary punch … and that pavers leave behind 
smooth, consistent and long-lasting mats.

But the small things matter, too. The small things can make a big 
difference. In this customer magazine, Bernd Holz discusses key 
considerations when purchasing light equipment, including compaction 
output and machine movement. He also talks about lashing points, and 
how Ammann APH Hydrostatic Vibratory Plate Compactors can be easily 
and safely secured for transport. 

Bernd explains, “Lashing is a concept a lot of contractors probably don’t 
think about until they are loading a machine for the first time. And then 
they can become frustrated with the difficulties they have securing it. 
They may experience those frustrations for as long as they own that 
piece of equipment. It can be really aggravating.”

We’ve eliminated those frustrations by providing large lashing loops at 
optimal locations so the machines can be secured in minutes. It may sound 
like a small advantage, but it makes a big difference – especially to rental 
houses and larger contractors who are constantly moving machines.

You will see other examples of the “small things” throughout this 
magazine. Ammann’s plants, machines and after-sales products do 
the big things right. But our product development teams also engage 
customers and visit jobsites as part of their commitment to provide  
total solutions.

The missions is simple: to give our customers everything they need,  
big and small.

Hans-Christian Schneider
CEO Ammann Group
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“We were involved in the construction of access roads to our 
region,” said Mr. Jerzy Szklaruk, President of TRAKT, with 
headquarters in Wysokie Mazowieckie, Poland. “There were 
lots of municipal roads, which required us to produce between 
three and five different types of mixes every day.” Adjusting 
between the mix types was not a problem for TRAKT. “This is 
an advantage of the Ammann ABA UniBatch,” Mr. Szklaruk said. 
“We have no problem with quickly switching to the production 
of a different recipe.”

A Competitive Advantage
A key driver behind purchasing a new plant was its capacity 
of 210 tonnes per hour. The previous plants produced mix 
with max 80 tonnes per hour, which was typically enough for 
TRAKT projects. “But there are days or recipes where you need 
to accelerate to 210 tonnes per hour, and thanks to the ABA 
UniBatch we are prepared for it,” Mr. Szklaruk said. “With large 
contracts, the performance of the plant translates into a real 
margin for the entire project. In three days, we can accomplish 
what takes others a week.” The plant provides the production 
while maintaining superior quality, which is watched more 
closely than ever. “Quality control by road managers in recent 
years is more demanding,” Mr. Szklaruk said. “For companies 
without experience and without good plants, some standards are 
impossible to meet.”

Green Features
TRAKT purchased its ABA 210 UniBatch with a cold recycling 
system and a BKS coal dust burner. It has plans to add asphalt 
foaming capability as well. “We equipped the plant with 
recycling components, but only with the future in mind,” Mr. 
Szklaruk said. “Relatively little RAP is used in our region. But 
whenever there is a project using RAP, we are more competitive.” 
While the RAP usage may be low, that is already changing – and 
the percentage will continue to grow, Mr. Szklaruk said.

TRAKT Co. is ready for whatever comes next – whether it’s a roadbuilding project that requires multiple mix 
types or increased use of recycled asphalt (RAP). The company recently purchased an Ammann ABA 210 UniBatch 
Asphalt-Mixing Plant, which quickly showcased its versatility.

In the meantime, the company follows many green practices. 
“We are located close to forests, green areas and pastures, the 
so-called milky land,” Mr. Szklaruk said. “Cleanliness is a priority 
for us. In our opinion, Ammann offers the best filter system.” 
The plant also utilises sound suppression equipment. “The plant 
is near a small city,” Mr. Szklaruk said. “There are other small 
production facilities around us, but also residential buildings. 
The inverters and insulation installed in the plant reduce noise.” 
Ribbed sheets in the discharge channels reduce sound and 
improve wear resistance.

A Technological Advantage
TRAKT had very positive experiences with other Ammann plants, 
so the company naturally turned to Ammann when looking for 
improved productivity. “UniBatch is my second Ammann Asphalt-
Mixing Plant,” Mr. Szklaruk said. Previous Ammann plants had 
technological advantages over competitors, he said, and the ABA 
210 UniBatch is proof that Ammann has maintained that lead.

“There has been and still is a technological gap between 
Ammann and other manufacturers,” Mr. Szklaruk said. “This 
can be seen in the aggregate sorting, filter system and control 
system. The Ammann plant runs smoothly, is easy to use and 
is economical. Operators like to work with it. All this enables 
the production of bituminous mixes of the highest quality – at 
the lowest possible cost.” Mr. Szklaruk likes that the ABA 210 
UniBatch can easily be upgraded in the future. “Not everything 
must be bought at the start,” he said. “The construction of the 
ABA UniBatch is modular and allows frequent adjustments. 
The borrowed solutions and components from top Ammann 
plants such as the ABP Universal make it a solid plant with high 
capacities.” In addition to being efficient, the ABA 210 UniBatch 
is also precise, Mr. Szklaruk said. “There are double-stroke 
actuators for dosing aggregate and inverters, especially on the 
main fan,” he said. “There is precise dosing of material with the 
mixer screw and the latest control system.”

MAKING 
MANY MIXES
Ammann asphalt plant adjusts 
to varied demands.
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The Operator’s Point of View
Mr. Szklaruk praised the proprietary as1 Control System, 
the brains of the plant. “On the one hand, the control is very 
extensive and gives practically unlimited possibilities,” he said. 
“At the same time, it is intuitive and modern. In addition, 
Ammann is the only asphalt-mixing plant manufacturer that 
provides the control itself, which ensures ongoing service.” 
Plant operator Mr. Marcin also praised the as1 Control System. 
“The as1 allows you to transfer data to the manager on a 
memory stick, so you do not have to manually rewrite or 
print it,” he said. “It’s easy to contact the Ammann service 
team, and when we connect remotely, I can see what they 
are doing on the computer screen.” He described operating 
the plant as “simple and intuitive, like a smartphone. When 
an error occurs, I immediately know what happened and on 
which component.”

Mr. Marcin said the plant is economical, mainly due to the 
brown coal dust burner – but also because of electrically 
heated bitumen tanks. The operator station is comfortable, 
too. “We produce about 100,000 tonnes of mix per year,” he 
said. “Production is a pleasure. The cabin is clean, heated and 
air conditioned.” There is easy access to components when it’s 
time for maintenance, and Mr. Szklaruk believes the Ammann 
service team adds value during visits. “Our operator assists the 
Ammann service department during each visit,” he said. “Each 
meeting is a kind of technical training.”

A Reputable Company
TRAKT was established in 1991. Since then, it has built a solid 
reputation among road companies in the country’s northeast 
region. It specialises in the construction and modernisation 
of roads, streets, bridges, sewage systems and engineering 
structures – and above all in the production of varied 
bituminous mixes. “We try to be the best at every stage of the 
work,” Mr. Szklaruk said.

ABA UniBatch
FEATURES & BENEFITS

Wide output range from 100 t/h to 340 t/h

Maximum customisation options combined with top performance and 
economic efficiency

Designed for worldwide use, with mixing tower modules providing ease 
of transport

Robust, tried-and-tested technology

Optional feed for additives such as dye pigment, fibres and Ammann 
Foam

Can be fitted and extended with numerous options

Engineered for easy integration of future options and technologies.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Capacity: 100–340 t/h (111–387 short tons/h)

Mixer size:  1.7–4.3 t (1.9–4.8 short tons)

Hot aggregate silo:  29–40 t (32–44 short tons) 

Hot mix storage silo: 40 t or 30 t (44 or 33 short tons)  
 in 2 compartments 

Control system:  as1

Recycling System: RAC | RAH50 | RAH60

https://www.ammann.com/en/plants/asphalt-plants/batch-asphalt-mixing/aba-unibatch
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The new double drum rollers are the ARX 12-2, ARX 
16-2 and ARX 20-2. Also introduced was a combination 
version, the ARX 16-2C, which utilises a steel drum in 
front and pneumatic tyres in the rear for higher machine 
traction and improved sealing of surfaces. The rollers are 
powered by Kubota engines that meet EU Stage V and 
U.S. EPA Tier 4f emissions standards. A new vibratory 
circuit setting delivers expanded vibratory frequencies 
that facilitate quicker compaction. “The new setting 
enables vibratory frequencies to increase (3% at low 
frequency / 6% at high frequency),” said Vlastimil 
Medek, Global Product Strategy at Ammann. “Improved 
impact spacing also optimises compaction quality.”

Controls are logically located and intuitive. Switches 
for lights and vibration have been repositioned for 
optimal access. A new armrest with updated layout and 
integrated functions, including the parking brake, helps 
even unseasoned operators succeed. “ARX dashboards 
and controls are consistent with other Ammann 
models, making it easy for crew members to switch 
between machines,” said Medek. “This is particularly 
important for the rental market and when dealing with 
inexperienced operators.”

Ammann has released a new series of light tandem rollers that are easy to operate, transport 
and maintain. The rollers retain their ability to work in-line or off-set, enabling compaction 
against curbs and other obstructions – and delivering productivity in more open spaces.

A new, orange safety belt aids in monitoring whether 
crew members are properly secured. A redesigned 
ROPS lock protects operators and reduces noise. A large 
handle makes it easier to access the machine. Another 
key improvement is effortless switching between drive 
modes. In previous generations, such action required a 
service technician or perhaps a representative from the 
Dealership. The modes can now be changed easily.

Soft drive enables smooth, steady adjustments to 
directional changes – particularly important when 
working on asphalt. Hard drive responds quickly to 
directional changes. Panic stop idles the machine if the 
operator makes very sudden directional changes or 
significantly adjusts the travel lever position. Front and 
rear rubber buffers, which protect lights and scrapers, 
have been thickened and widened and moved to a 
central location. Lights are set in the machine frame 
for added protection, and directional and working 
lights have been centralised. The articulation joint 
lock has been redesigned and repositioned for better 
protection. Transporting the machine has never been 
easier – and safer. Vibration is automatically disabled 
when in “loading” or “transport” mode. A higher central 
lifting point is easier to access. Expanded lashing points 
simplify securing the machines.

AMMANN’S NEW 
LIGHT TANDEM 
ROLLERS OFFER 
HOST OF BENEFITS
Operation Made Easier, Vibratory Frequencies Increased.
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Draining points have been relocated to external 
locations, preventing spills and reducing maintenance 
time by 75%. The battery disconnect switch is at the 
main base of the engine for convenient access. Like the 
previous generation of Ammann ARX Light Tandem 
Rollers, the machines can operate with off-set or in-line 
drum configurations.

Off-set requires operators watch only one drum, 
knowing the second will be a safe distance from an 
obstruction. This results in cohesive compaction up to 
the barrier. The in-line setting, which enables equal 
distribution of compaction forces, is preferred on more 
open jobsites. “These are the rollers that crews put to 
work when they need to achieve compaction right up to 
an obstruction,” Medek said.

Key features of the rollers include:
Electronic drive lever for smooth starts and stops, especially 
important on asphalt jobs

Mounted rubber buffers and spacious operator platform with a 
comfortable seat

Simple and reliable dashboard with intuitive machine control, 
helping inexperienced operators succeed

Sprinkling system with multi-level filtration and large water tank for 
extended intervals between fillings

Accessible service and maintenance points for cost savings 

Maintenance-free parts for low cost of ownership

TECHNICAL SPECS

Operating weight: 1460–1640 kg (3219–3616 lb) 

Maximum weight:  1610–1740 kg (3549–3836 lb)

Drum width:  820–1000 mm (32.3–39.4")

Max working off-set mode: 48 mm (1.89")

Engine:  Kubota – 15.6 kW (21.2 HP),  
 EU Stage V / U.S. EPA Tier 4 final

https://www.ammann.com/en/machines/soil-and-asphalt-compactors/tandem-rollers
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WHAT 
MATTERS 
MOST
An Expert’s Insight into 
Purchasing Light Equipment.
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“For our customers, it’s all about compaction 
power,” said Bernd Holz, Executive Vice President 
Light Equipment at Ammann. “That’s what contractors 
care about the most.” Ammann has an expansive range 
of light compaction equipment to meet virtually all 
jobsite needs. The product line includes Ammann APH 
Hydrostatic Vibratory Plate Compactors, which are 
known for their power.

“These are big, strong machines that handle the 
toughest compaction tasks,” Holz said. In some cases, 
they offer as much compaction force as a ride-on roller. 
Holz recently discussed that compaction force and other 
ways Ammann APH machines separate themselves from 
the competition, including steering, maintenance and – 
one that might surprise you – lashing.

Let’s say a contractor or rental house is considering 
purchasing a hydrostatic plate compactor. What’s 
a good place to start?

Many contractors believe the most successful approach 
is to look at working width, total weight of the plate 
and – the biggest one – compaction force.

Working width gives an idea of the machine’s 
production and how much ground it can cover. It also 
indicates whether it will fit into some of the tight spaces 
that can be found on jobsites.

A machine’s weight provides some information 
regarding productivity and ability; heavier machines 
compact more quickly and more deeply.

But compaction force is the most important factor. It’s 
the power that goes into the ground, and it tells the 
whole story.

At Ammann, we design our machines to have an ideal 
balance between weight, amplitude and frequency. 
That combination brings deep compaction that you 
simply can’t get with other machines. And, I must say, 
it’s hard to find a more important differentiator than 
compaction force.

Sometimes, it seems that the biggest differentiator between various brands of light equipment 
is their paint colour. Yet there is plenty to compare when you look beyond the surface.

In fact, some Ammann hydrostatic machines bring 
significantly more compaction force than a ride-on 
roller. The depths reached really matter, too. You just 
can’t get them with a lesser machine. It’s as simple 
as that.

You’ve referenced lashing points on hydrostatic 
plates as a differentiator. Don’t competitive 
machines offer them as well?

Some offer them, but seemingly as an afterthought. At 
Ammann, we spent a lot of time and effort ensuring 
these APH models can be safely and quickly secured for 
transport.

These are heavy machines, with somewhat challenging 
dimensions in terms of being balanced while tied down. 
The lashing loops are large and able to accommodate 
heavy tie-down materials, and their strategic placement 
ensures the machines remain secure.

Lashing is very important across the globe. Tragedy 
could result if the machines came loose. In many 
countries, law enforcement is on the lookout for drivers 
who violate heavy equipment transportation regulations 
– and the fines are heavy.

Lashing is a concept a lot of contractors probably don’t 
think about until they are loading a machine for the first 
time. And then they can become frustrated with the 
difficulties they have securing it. They may experience 
those frustrations for as long as they own that piece of 
equipment. It can be really aggravating.

With Ammann’s lashing system, the machines can be 
secured in a few minutes … and away you go. And 
that’s really important if you’re a rental house or larger 
contractor who is constantly moving machines.

Bernd Holz

Executive Vice President 

Light Equipment 
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Does Ammann offer any Intelligent 
Compaction systems?

Yes, we have ACE, which stands for Ammann 
Compaction Expert. It’s a proprietary system that 
monitors compaction progress.

For our APH machines, we have ACEforce – an advanced 
system that is very intuitive. The operators need only 
monitor an LED display, which indicates if compaction 
has been achieved.

This is very important for inexperienced operators 
because it can be more difficult for them to determine if 
an area is properly compacted.

ACEforce provides this information, which makes an 
enormous impact on the jobsite. First, it ensures that 
compaction has in fact been reached. Many structural 
problems could result if the operator moved on 
prematurely – or costly rework might be required.

Can you explain the steering advantages the 
Ammann APH Plates have over the competition?

Ammann APH plates utilise what is called Orbitrol 
steering. It’s a patented process that allows the machine 
to make lateral and even circular movements, instead of 
simply moving forward or backward.

The steering is important because it makes the 
machine easy to control from the first time an 
operator uses it. Remember, these are big, heavy 
machines – and they need to be that way to deliver 
the necessary compaction.

Controlling something that powerful would be difficult 
without that unique steering. Precise control is even 
more important when working near a curb or obstacle. 
The accuracy of the steering is a sight to behold for 
something of that size.

The APH can also move very slowly, enabling the 
operator to focus the power on a specific spot. That’s 
important in some tough-to-compact locations.
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ACEforce also prevents over compaction, which is a very 
common result with inexperienced operators. With the 
ACE system, the operator knows when it’s time to move 
on. This has an impact on both productivity and quality, 
as over compaction can harm the surface.

In the end, it’s all about efficiency … only using as much 
time and fuel as is needed to reach compaction.

I should note … rental houses like this system because 
their customers often have inexperienced operators. 
Therefore, the contractors who rent machines like to 
have them equipped with ACEforce.

Let’s talk a bit more technology. How is 
Ammann addressing the trend toward increased 
digitalisation?

Digitalisation is another area where we believe we have 
an advantage over competitors.

We’ve just released an updated version of ServiceLink. 
It’s a digital data management tool that provides light 
equipment customers with the information they want 

the most: machine location, battery status and working 
hours. Gone are the days of arriving at a jobsite only to 
discover a compactor has a dead battery.

Data transfer is automatic thanks to new hardware. This 
is a big step … no operator action is required. The data 
is on hand when the owner wants it. Access to it is only 
a click away, on a phone in the field or at the office.

All those features – location, battery status, hours and 
automatic data transfer – are essential. That’s what 
customers have said they care about the most.

ServiceLink will also improve reliability and extend 
machine life because it encourages scheduled 
maintenance. It provides alerts when maintenance is 
needed, which tends to get people to take action. That 
can be really important for those with larger fleets.
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Some contractors have begun to talk about 
maintenance being a determinant in choosing one 
machine over another. Is that really the case?

It is. Maintenance has an enormous impact on the cost 
of ownership, machine uptime and even sustainability. 
And Ammann has made enormous strides on the 
maintenance front.

First, whenever possible we eliminate the need for 
maintenance altogether. For example, the triple-shaft 
exciter system on our APH machines removes the need 
for a V belt and the maintenance that goes with it. 

When maintenance on Ammann machines is required, 
we’ve extended the intervals so the service work doesn’t 
have to be undertaken as often. That’s a convenience, of 
course, but it also means much lower fluid volumes are 
utilised during the life of the machine.

Our product development teams are committed to 
reducing the required fluid levels. A lower volume 
means a reduction in the costs to replace and dispose 
of the fluids. It ultimately decreases the total cost 
of ownership.

One good example of these maintenance efforts are 
APF (Forward Plate) compactors with Briggs & Stratton 
Vanguard engines. They have oil with five times the 
life of oil used in other comparable engines. That is a 
specific instance of extending intervals and reducing 
replacement/disposal costs.

Maintenance can be tracked through the Ammann 
Service app and MyAmmann.com. Customers can also 
access service and maintenance videos that provide a 
great deal of help. The Ammann Service app can be 
downloaded from the App Store.

One last point … Ammann machines have always had 
exceptionally convenient access for service. The operator 
or technician can easily reach the service points, which 
makes the work much faster and prevents spills, too.

There have been several references to green, 
or sustainable, practices. Can you summarise 
Ammann’s commitment on that front in terms of 
the APH compactors?

So many of the earlier discussion points are ultimately 
about creating green products – and green jobsites. 
I’m talking about maintenance, digitalisation, ACEforce … 

When customers ask about “green” features, they’re 
most commonly referring to engines. There certainly is a 
great deal of focus on that front. Major European cities 
require emission-free machines in their city centres. The 
government mandates it, so contractors must have that 
equipment if they want to land those jobs.

At the moment, “emission free” essentially means 
electric drive. More manufacturers are marketing these 
machines, and contractors and rental houses are looking 
for them.

Ammann has some offerings on that front, with 
additional announcements to come shortly. I can’t say 
any more than that at this time. I should also mention 
that reduced sound levels are a priority as well.

We discussed digitalisation earlier. It advances green 
jobsites on many fronts. For example, Ammann’s digital 
management tool, ServiceLink, encourages proper 
maintenance, which extends the life of the equipment. 
Stretching out the resources used to manufacture a 
machine has a host of sustainable implications.

Extending service intervals reduces the volume of fluids 
that must be used and disposed of, so there is yet 
another sustainable benefit. 

ServiceLink also keeps managers apprised of battery 
charge. This prevents workers from burning fuel to drive 
long distances to a jobsite, only to arrive and find out 
the machine won’t start.

Really, when it comes down to it, any improvements in 
efficiency boost sustainability, too.

https://www.ammann.com/en/machines/light-equipment
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ServiceLink provides the data customers want most: 
battery charge, location and hours of use. Another benefit 
of ServiceLink, theft prevention and recovery, is quickly 
gaining the attention of light equipment owners.

It’s easy to see why. Locations where construction theft is 
tracked closest – European countries, the U.S. and Australia – 
report a combined $3 billion in stolen construction equipment 
annually. The value becomes even more staggering considering 
that number doesn’t include China, India, Brazil and dozens of 
other countries.

ServiceLink helps prevent the thefts – and aids in the retrieval 
of the equipment, too – through technology that is effortless 
to implement.

With ServiceLink, the management team can easily establish 
a geofence, or virtual perimeter, on the desktop application 
portal. The managers can also set up alerts, via SMS or e-mail, 
that notify them if a machine crosses the virtual boundary during 
non-working hours.

SERVICELINK 
EMERGES AS 
KEY TOOL 
IN THEFT 
PREVENTION 
AND RECOVERY

The owner can then take action, either confirming the machine’s 
movement has been approved by a fleet manager or contacting 
legal authorities.

ServiceLink helps reclaim the equipment, too. The system’s GPS 
continues to send the machine’s whereabouts, even after it is 
stolen. That enables authorities to track the equipment to a 
precise location, ensuring a quick retrieval.

ServiceLink’s anti-theft feature is available on both light 
and heavy machines. But it’s a particular advantage on light 
equipment, because those machines can be carried to a vehicle 
and gone in a few seconds.

https://www.ammann.com/en/services/machines-services/servicelink
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Especially with systems that have been in operation for a 
long time, the question arises as to how a maintenance 
budget can be used in the best possible way. 
In many cases, the system control is left out of the 
equation because the wear and tear is not visible. 
However, the conversion to the future-oriented as1 control 
generation from Ammann offers unbeatable advantages. 

In addition to the easy-to-operate and clearly structured 
visualisation, these include the numerous process optimisations. 
For example, the dynamic recycling addition. With the as1 
module “Dynamic Recycling Addition”, you can change 
the recycling proportions simply, as required and during 
ongoing production.

Ammann offers numerous other modules to make work on plants 
easier, reduce consumption and improve quality. These include, 
for example:

• as1 Weighing System – Creating Delivery Notes
• as1 LoadOut – loading trucks made easy
• as1 Messaging – always well informed by email
• as1 EcoView – Energy consumption under control
• as1 Peak Load Management – Prevents energy peaks  

from being exceeded
• as1 Wheel Loader Terminal - overview when feeding  

the metering units

COMPETITIVE 
ADVANTAGE 
WITH MODERN 
AS1 CONTROL

Promotion for all orders of 
conversions to the Ammann as1 
control in 2021:
Free use of the Ammann as1 PIP module 
(Plant Information Point) for 2 years!

The as1 PIP module provides access to 
important plant data at any time –  
and from anywhere.

Discover the advantages under:

A control system conversion is not an exclusive privilege for 
Ammann systems, but the ideal solution for making systems 
from all manufacturers fit for the future. Defined conversion kits 
reduce the conversion time and ensure a successful conversion.

Immerse yourself in the fascinating world of Ammann control 
products for asphalt and concrete plants.

https://www.ammann.com/en/plants/automation-software/asphalt-automation-software/special-modules
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Such retrofits improve fuel efficiency and recycling capabilities 
– a huge cost saving for manufacturers. They also incorporate 
new components that reduce costly downtime. Dryers play a 
significant role in the financial and environmental performance of 
a plant. Optimal heat transfer, low heat losses and stable process 
temperatures are their most important functions.

Ammann drying drum retrofits are compatible with equipment 
from Ammann or other manufacturers. Ammann dryers heat and 
dry raw materials of different compositions, material properties 
and moisture contents. They have exceptional wear resistance, 
are easy to maintain and highly efficient.

The Ammann RAH50 is a popular retrofit because it allows 
customers to work with recycled asphalt. These middle ring 
dryers can seamlessly replace either existing Ammann drums or 
those supplied by another manufacturer.

Many asphalt producers are replacing old drying drums with newer, more advanced versions to 
upgrade existing equipment and reduce operating costs.

DRYER DRUM 
RETROFITS IMPROVE 
PLANT PERFORMANCE
They Improve Efficiency and Lower Operating Costs.

Christian Westphal, Head of Machine Technology MTA 
Mischwerke SAW Schleswiger Asphaltsplitt-Werke GmbH & 
Co. KG, retrofitted a plant with an Ammann RAH50 drum. 
He explained how his new middle ring dryer ring works 
compared to a conventional new mineral drum.

Mr. Westphal, were you aware of the advantages of the 
new RAH50 dryer drum compared to the previous systems 
with middle ring feed? 

I only knew the advantages of the RAH50 compared to 
other drum addition systems from conversations with sales 
representatives. At first, I was rather skeptical because of the 
promised high RAP addition rates (up to 45%). 
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Dryer drum replacement
Asphalt production leaves its mark on your plant. With a retrofit, 
you can renew and protect important plant components. This 
extends the service life of the plant and makes operation more 
efficient.

AMMANN DRYING DRUM

Highest flexibility due to variable rotation and discharge direction 

Wall thicknesses up to 15 mm

Available with Amdurit wear protection and high-temperature steel

Low-wear and low-maintenance design with high material quality 
and easy-to-replace wearing parts

Optimised internals for a wide range of fuels

Frequency converter for energy-efficient operation

Has your attitude changed after the past months with 
the system? 

Yes, the promises have been kept regarding flexibility and 
RAP addition. The maintenance effort is, of course, slightly 
higher than with a pure new mineral drum, but it is lower than 
previously expected. Surprisingly, RAP caking is not a problem 
at all.
 
How flexible is the application of an RAH50 drum? 

In addition to the standard cold feed, the RAH50 drum gives us 
the flexibility to switch to hot recycling. It is already worthwhile 
for us to use the RAH50 middle ring addition from batch sizes of 
50 tonnes. Switching to hot recycling is problem-free, taking into 
account the overrun from the dryer drum to the hot mineral silo. 
For permissible construction measures, RAP percentages of up 
to 45% are possible for base layers via the middle ring addition. 
This enables us, in consultation with the client, to recycle large 
quantities – which of course offers enormous advantages in 
terms of costs.

What are the other advantages? 

The addition of RAP to the RAH50 drum enables gentler heating 
compared to cold addition. When mixing the raw material with 
the RAP, we can run drum outlet temperatures of 160º C to 170 
°C. This is gentle on all plant components and also saves fuel. 
The frequency converter installed in the drive motors also allows 
us to vary the dwell time of the new minerals and the RAP, which 
means that all types of aggregate are dried very effectively. 

Is the system more profitable with the RAH50 compared to 
the use of a pure cold addition?
 
Yes, the system is absolutely more profitable due to the high 
volume of RAP that can be added.

Would you choose the RAH50 system again? 

Yes, the system is very flexible in combination with a cold 
addition and allows high quantities of RAP to be added.

https://www.ammann.com/en/plants/retrofitting
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Customer proximity is often a decisive factor when it comes to 
business. Tempo Trans EOOD settled in an industrial area near 
Varna Airport: From this conveniently located company site, the 
many construction sites along the flourishing Bulgarian coast can 
be easily supplied with ready-mixed concrete.

Also close by was Elba Service EOOD, an established Ammann 
Elba dealer and service partner in Bulgaria for decades. In 2018, 
Tempo Trans EOOD approached Elba Service with a request 
for an energy-efficient, low-wear mixing plant: "At that time, 
we had asked around among concrete producers and received 
consistently good reports about Ammann Elba plants, especially 
the CBS 105 SL," says Tempo Trans owner Atanas Mitev. "As 
a result, we did further detailed research and came to the 
conclusion that we could expand our production with a new 
Ammann Elba CBS concrete mixing plant." The subsequent 
ordering and handling went smoothly: Elba Service mounted 
the CBS 105 SL Elba stationary concrete mixing plant in the 

The company Tempo Trans EOOD supplies ready-mixed concrete to customers all around the Bulgarian port city 
of Varna. There is a lot of construction going on in this busy tourist region of the Black Sea. In 2018, Tempo Trans 
installed its first Ammann concrete mixing plant, type CBS 105 SL Elba. Due to the high concrete quality achieved with 
it, demand rose continuously. In order to expand production, the company invested in a second plant in 2020.

same year. With its CEM 2000 S single-shaft mixer, this plant is 
particularly low-maintenance.

Robust and technically high-quality plant
The aggregates are dosed and weighed from the five chambers 
of the CEL 175/5 linear bin. "Our aggregates are very abrasive, 
which is why we opted for wear plates for the skip bucket and 
for the weighing belt during the planning stage," explains Mitev. 
With a fresh concrete output of 2 m³, the CEM 2000 S Elba 
single-shaft compulsory mixer is thus reliably supplied on a long-
term basis.

Demand clearly increased
Despite the high expectations Tempo Trans had for the CBS 105 
SL Elba, Mitev and his team were impressed about the quality 
of the concrete produced. Their customers also noticed the 
difference: "The demand for our concrete increased significantly, 
so we had to expand our production. 
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CONCRETE MIXING 
PLANT EXCEEDS ALL 

EXPECTATIONS
Quality of Product Gives Business a Boost.

CBS 105–140 S/T L ELBA
FEATURES & BENEFITS

Generously dimensioned mixing platform 

Assembling at + / - 0. No feeding pit is required 

Significant dust reduction through optional dedusting plant 

Partly galvanizing is standard

TECHNICAL SPECS

Mixer Type: Single- or Twin-shaft compulsory mixer

Max. Concrete output  
compacted fresh concrete:  107–138 m³/h

Mixer volume:  2000–3333 l

Active aggregate stock: 105–312 m³ 

Max. components:  3–12 / 4–12

As a result, in 2020, we decided to acquire a second plant of 
the same type." The sister plant was commissioned in December 
2020. With its modular design, it fits in perfectly with the 
infrastructure on site. Cement silos and the control container 
were provided by Tempo Trans. Three cement screws type EZL 
80/100 guarantee the performance of the mixing plant.

In both cases, an installation supervision was carried out by Elba 
Service. Colleagues from Ammann Elba in Ettlingen/Germany 
provided support during commissioning via teleservice.

"We are thoroughly impressed with the plants and would 
recommend them at any time," says Atanas Mitev, delighted. 
"We generally only invest in very high-quality products and 
machines. The quality of the CBS 105 SL Elba, together with 
our ambition to deliver best performance, has exceeded 
our expectations."

https://www.ammann.com/en/plants/concrete-plants/concrete-mixing-plants
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Ammann Heavy Tandem Rollers provided the compaction 
force needed on a recent Taiwanese highway.

Yong Li Asphalt Industry Corp. Ltd. handled milling, paving and 
compaction on Provincial Highway 1 in Taoyuan, a municipality 
in northwestern Taiwan. Handling the compaction were two 
Ammann ARX 110 Heavy Tandem Rollers.

There was plenty of compaction that needed to be done – and 
done quickly. “Two compactors were used in order to speed up 
the process,” said Kuo Chin Hung, owner of the business.

The six-month project was demanding, with heavy traffic in 
neighbouring lanes a constant challenge. Deadlines were tight, 
too. “There was minimal time allowed for milling and paving,” 
Kuo said. “There was precise time control.”

The project started with milling of about 10 000 tonnes. A paver 
then placed a base layer of 5 cm, followed by compaction with 
the Ammann rollers. The machines, in vibratory mode, made 
about six passes on the thick base layer. Temperatures were 
closely monitored.

Due to a demanding schedule, the paver moved at a brisk pace 
and therefore the speed of the rollers had to be fast, too.

AMMANN ROLLERS 
MAKE QUICK WORK 
OF TAIWANESE 
HIGHWAY

Next came a surface layer, with a depth of 1.8 cm and aggregate 
size of less than 0.8 cm. About 4000 tonnes of mix were placed.

“We will use the rollers again on highway projects,” Kuo said. 
The ARX 110s were easy to use and well liked by operators. 
“Visibility was good, too – this is an open platform roller,” Kuo 
said.

Amplitude and vibration were easy to adjust, and Ammann after-
sales provided exceptional support, too.

ARX 110 Heavy Tandem Roller
TECHNICAL SPECS

Operating weight: 10 310 kg (22,730 lb)

Maximum weight:  11 750 kg (25,900 lb)

Drum width:  1680 mm (66.1") 

Engine: Deutz – 74.4 kW (100 HP)  
 EU Stage IIIA / U.S. EPA Tier 3 

https://www.ammann.com/en/machines/soil-and-asphalt-compactors/tandem-rollers/arx-110
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Digital solutions and intelligent algorithms for process 
control are providing a huge boost to the construction 
industry. Heavy rollers from Ammann can be seamlessly 
and advantageously integrated into this digital process 
with Q-Compaction (from Q-Point) and with Q-Pave 
(from Q-Point) solution for Ammann Pavers. 

The best quality across the board
Q-Compaction is an easy-to-use tool for process control, 
visualisation and documentation for Continuous Compaction 
Control (CCC) , which uses proprietary Ammann solutions ACEforce 
or ACEpro. By means of GPS-based visualisation, reliably supports 
the paving team and helps to optimise the compaction quality 
with minimum effort.

Compaction according to standards
The roller operator is continually informed, via graphic display, 
about the compaction status of the soil, aggregate or asphalt. 
The compaction values, the increase in compaction or the 
number of dynamic passes are visible. The coloured and position-
accurate display of the measured values allow weak points to be 
identified immediately and improvements to be made.

All machines on the site are networked. This means each 
operator sees the results of all rollers involved, thereby 
preventing duplication. Various evaluations enable results to be 
analysed and lead to initiatives for improvement and training. 
This allows warranty provisions to be reduced and penalties to 
be avoided.

An additional advantage results from the reduction of the 
operating time of the rollers. The use of CCC in the areas of 
personnel, machine, reduction of warranty provisions, lower 
inspection costs, etc., can result in cost savings of up to 20% 
per roller per year. This means that the investment is quickly 
amortised, in addition to the benefits mentioned previously.

TECHNOLOGY 
COMPLEMENTS 
HEAVY ROLLERS 
AND PAVERS

The right temperature range
Ammann pavers also can be fitted with digital solutions from 
third-party suppliers, including Q Pave from Q Point.

When the truck unloads the asphalt into the skip of the feeder or 
paver, the solution measures the temperature in the downdraft 
of the asphalt. This allows conclusions to be drawn about the 
average and core temperatures. Also monitored are temperatures 
at the bucket, augers and behind the screed.

This creates a complete record of the temperature balance for 
documentation and quality assurance purposes. It helps identify 
problems with the paver's machine technology as well as quality 
defects that can result during placement or compaction of 
the asphalt.

Cooling patterns are predicted by assessing the temperature 
of the mix and subgrade to be overlaid and combining it with 
weather data drawn from a station.

CCC and paving technology can be optimally integrated 
into Ammann machines – and into the digital process chain 
– for the benefit of the construction industry and its clients.

Digitisation of machines – a decisive advantage.

https://www.ammann.com/en/technology/road-construction
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The Ammann After Sales team offers maintenance kits, 
wear parts kits and repair kits for all of its machines.

These 400-plus available kits only contain parts that are 
required for servicing. This saves time during installation and 
procurement. All kits are clearly presented in a brochure entitled 
"Cost-Effective Comfort,” which makes ordering easy as well.

Large construction and rental companies have hundreds of 
different machines in their repertoire. Therefore, technicians 
are not equally familiar with all machines. Organising operating 
instructions and factory manuals takes time and is an extra step 
in the maintenance process.

At Ammann, QR codes are printed on the maintenance, repair 
or wear parts kits. After scanning the code, the corresponding 
"how-to-use" video begins. It shows in detail, without language, 
how to carry out the maintenance or service. This combination 
is unique in the market and optimises all service processes for 
Ammann customers.

Another video series explores daily maintenance and how to 
operate the machine. Also available are short instructions that 
clearly explain handling and maintenance to the customer.

Ammann offers its customers a free warranty extension. If the 
customer takes the machine to a certified Ammann dealer for 
regular maintenance, the warranty can be extended up to 3 years 
(36 months).

With the 60/600 warranty extension programme, Ammann goes 
one step further in terms of planning security. From the third year 
onwards, every customer can cover his machine for another two 
years. The cost-effective programme can simply be purchased 
until the regular warranty period expires. This gives the customer 
a full five years of protection and the certainty that no further 
warranty costs will be incurred.

THE AMMANN 
SERVICE KITS 
AND WARRANTY 
EXTENSION A 
WELL-ROUNDED 
MATTER

https://www.ammann.com/en/services/machines-services/spare-parts
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A picture is worth a thousand words – and a product video for the new 
APH 85/95 Hydrostatic Vibratory Plate Compactor speaks volumes.

The Ammann plate demonstrated its compaction prowess with the 
backdrop of Stöffel Park, a former basalt quarry in Germany that is now 
renowned for its geological features and abundance of fossils.

In recent years, Ammann has refurbished the popular park’s access road 
and car park. Just a few months ago, the plate compactor was put to 
work at the park – and the performance captured on video. The historic 
site, with its winding corners and sloping terrain, offered the vibratory 
plate plenty of opportunity to showcase its impressive manoeuvrability 
and climbing ability”.

Governmental agencies in Germany are encouraging local sports clubs to 
revamp their facilities – and Ammann is helping the clubs do exactly that.

The agencies are providing funds for renovations, and Ammann is making 
its compaction machines available to local clubs – free of charge. In 
addition, Ammann is providing staff as needed.

In many cases, the modernisation projects require trenches to be dug, 
new paths to be paved or, in some cases, new buildings to be erected. In 
each case, Ammann's compaction machines are needed to professionally 
prepare the subsoil.

The Bahamas is one of the world’s top tourist destinations – and it’s easy 
to see why.

More than 700 islands form the archipelago, located approximately 
160 km off the coast of Florida in the Atlantic Ocean. With a great 
climate – averaging just over 28°C — and a crystal-clear sea of turquoise 
waters and pearly white sand beaches, the Bahamas truly is a paradise.

Helping keep commerce and tourists moving in this paradise is Bahamian 
construction company BMH Co. Ltd, with more than 30 years of 
experience in asphalt production. BMH recently purchased an Ammann 
ACM 140 Prime Asphalt-Mixing Plant, with production capacity of 
140 tons per hour.

BMH is utilising the plant during rebuilding of the Queen’s Highway, the 
island of Eleuthera’s main road. The road resurfacing and maintenance 
work began in February 2021 and encompass the application of 
approximately 15,000 tons of asphalt mix.

PLATE COMPACTOR EXCELS ON HISTORIC SITE

AMMANN SUPPORTS LOCAL SPORTS CLUBS

AMMANN ASPHALT PLANT HELPS 
REBUILD PARADISE
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